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Beyond the Nightmare
The Power of Protest
“We are seeing local governments and universities in the U.S.
gradually stepping back. No new cities have joined the brigade
for vaccine passports and Denver, CO, is stopping theirs. Poor
suffering New York City, assaulted by a new segregation
mandate, is reeling from the mandates, and surely a rethinking is
coming. How many states now wish they had taken the path of
Florida, which is experiencing a remarkable economic boom?
“It’s beginning to feel like a long-overdue crumbling.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/35a6zeW

Regenerating Food, Farming, and Health
Karen Howard reports from the 2022 Organic and Natural
Health Association conference in Ft. Meyers, Florida:
“Breathing our Solutions… The world needs all of us to act from
a place of intention. The fact that regenerative practices are
becoming mainstream is a victory. However, our objective to
ensure diet and supplementation as a cornerstone of the health
care system remains an uphill battle.
“Doctors across the country are quietly treating patients
successfully with simple, inexpensive medications. These are
doctors who fully appreciate the importance of nutritional
supplementation, including vitamin D. Their work is being
labeled as myth and deception. I am reminded about the FDA’s
response to our vitamin D petition relating to pre-term births,
and their assertion that “there is no room for logic in science.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3IGg4jJ

Slow Boil
At the present time most of the body politic are still behaving like
sheep, slow-boiled, gradually but cumulatively, in the bio-medical
authoritarian state. But more and more are waking up and
starting to resist. Todd Hayen writes in the Off-Guardian:
“They [i.e. most of the sheep] are tired of COVID — tired of
being afraid of it, tired of lockdowns, of restrictions, of
inconvenience. They are not awake to the bigger picture… In
order to be fully awake, a sheep or a shrew [a COVID dissident]
has to believe in some rather radical things.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3wF8Zhe

The Great Green Wall in Africa
Charles Eisenstein Reports:
“The Great Green Wall is a reforestation, land healing, peace,
water restoration, and anti-poverty project spanning the entire
African continent, from Senegal in the west to Eritrea nearly
5000 miles to the east. Originally conceived as a way to contain
the growth of the Sahara Desert, it is not simply a wall of trees
but a complex mosaic of indigenous land use techniques for
restoring life and livelihoods across the Sahel…”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3uxNI6t

Blackrock, the World Economic Forum and the
Great Reset
F. William Engdahl writes: “A virtually unregulated investment
firm today exercises more political and financial influence than
the Federal Reserve and most governments on this planet.
“The firm, BlackRock Inc., the world’s largest asset manager,
invests a staggering $9 trillion in client funds worldwide, a sum
more than double the annual GDP of the Federal Republic of
Germany.
“This colossus sits atop the pyramid of world corporate
ownership, including in China most recently. Since 1988 the
company has put itself in a position to de facto control the
Federal Reserve, most Wall Street mega-banks, including
Goldman Sachs, the Davos World Economic Forum Great
Reset, the Biden Administration and, if left unchecked, the
economic future of our world. BlackRock is the epitome of what
Mussolini called Corporatism, where an unelected corporate
elite dictates top down to the population…”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3NlVYie

Fast Fashion 101: Everything You Need to Know
Lydia Noyes of Eco-Watch reports:
“Fast fashion” refers to mass-produced clothing that’s made
quickly, cheaply, and in trending styles. The goal of fast fashion
marketers is to get runway styles into shoppers’ hands as quickly
as possible, no matter the quality or external costs.
“These trendy pieces tend to be of poor quality, and most won’t
last more than a few wash cycles.”
Why is Fast Fashion bad? As Noyes points out it (1) It increases
carbon emissions; (2) Overproduces toxic textiles; (3) Pollutes
water systems; (4) Harms animals; and (5) Exploits workers.
Read more: https://orgcns.org/383FZp5

A Short History of Lab Leaks and Gain-ofFunction Studies
Professor Paul Goddard writes in GM Watch:
“Two myths have hindered investigations into the origins of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus: one, that viruses seldom escape from
laboratories; and two, that most pandemics are zoonotic, caused
by a natural spillover of a virus from animals to humans… But a
brief look at the history of lab leaks and the origins of pandemics
confirms that their [Fauci, the CDC, The Who, the Chinese
government, and others] claims are highly misleading. Research
shows that the escape of viruses from laboratories and
supposedly contained experiments, such as vaccine research and
programs, is a common occurrence. In addition, many
pandemics have arisen from lab escapes and almost all have not
been directly zoonotic.”
Read more: https://orgcns.org/3NqQNhk
Sign our petition to ban the weaponization of viruses and
pathogens: https://orgcns.org/swp
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